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Abstract

The article presents issues related to the positioning of mobile robots in a closed area. The
method  of  positioning  using  photogrammetry  methods  based on the  analysis  of  specially
created unique square-shaped markers is presented. On the basis on such markers placed in
the  global  coordinate  system  in  a  closed  space  (on  the  terrain  ceiling),  the  proposed
algorithms  for  calculating  the  spatial  and  angular  positions  of  the  robot  are  shown.  The
positioning methods along with the analysis of measurement errors are analyzed. The result of
the research is to develop a real-time robot navigation method in the ReMY simulation game.

     Key Words:  mobile  robot positioning,  camera  calibration,  map of markers,  ReMY
simulation game

Introduction.  An essential condition for the quality of any task performed by a mobile
robot is the accuracy of its positioning. Depending on the environment in which the robot
operates,  various  sources  of  information  about  its  positioning  can  be  used  [4].  The most
frequently used ones include autonomous radars, sonars, and scanners, working on an area,
systems using distance and signal angle measurement, image analysis systems or proximity
detectors, global positioning systems [3] and [7]. In the conditions of the enclosed area, the
most suitable for the practical implementation of positioning issues were vision systems, i.e.,
cameras, based on a computer vision [11] and photogrammetry methods [8].

Image  analysis  is  one  of  the  most  dynamic  fields  of  computer  and  computational
technology.  This  technology  used  in  the  automotive  industry,  automation  of  industrial
processes, analysis of the urban environment,  etc. applies optimal solutions including data
processing and stability of the used algorithm along with its effectiveness in providing correct
results [1] and [5]. However, the new field of technology - mobile robotics imposes special
requirements,  so  in  solutions  of  problems,  the  crucial  parameter  limiting  the  use  of
sophisticated methods of data analysis and the image analysis is a power supply. It is a factor
limiting, on the one hand, computer parameters used in a robot, and on the other hand, it can
restrict the transmission of data. In the first case, the constraint imposed on the computing
power of the control unit makes it impossible to transfer the computational overhead to the
robot computer, because it will cause the robot's battery to run out very quickly. The second
limitation is  related to the transmission of data  in cases where we would like to perform
calculations on the external computer, freeing the robot's computer. It, unfortunately, involves
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sending a large amount of video data to the external network (for analyzing) and receiving
data  after  processing.  In  this  case,  this  kind  of  data  transmission  also  involves  a
correspondingly large power consumption. Therefore, we are currently seeking to develop an
algorithm that minimizes the data necessary to analyze and generates a stable and precise
response.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 1: (a) Mars terrain, (b) a mobile robot (right), (c) user interface

Remote Mars Yard, ReMY, is a simulation system of a simple Martian mission consisting of
virtual  and real  components  [10].  The  ReMY environment  uses  the  proposed positioning
algorithms.  The  real  component  is  a  mobile  robot  -  a  40-centimeter  six-wheel  platform
controlled by WiFi, made in 3D printing technology, equipped with two functional cameras
(scientific  and  navigational),  one  positioning  camera,  a  camera  arm  that  simulates  the
manipulator  and  a  mast  allowing  navigation  camera  motion  (the  positioning  camera  is
stationary), as well as a Martian scale mock-up (Fig. 1 (a), (b)) measuring 3 x 4 m (in the
extension, there are four mock-ups 10 x 10 m), containing some of the reflected objects of
interest.

The virtual component is a user interface software (Fig.1 (c)) in the web browser (in the
development version for download) and virtual robot instruments and functions, as well as
virtual map layers with virtual objects of interest connected to the task database and their
descriptions. The user interface includes streaming from navigation and scientific camera (and
an  additional  lander-base  camera),  telemetry,  scenario  messages  and  robot  location
visualization on a virtual map. The ReMY system designed as a game for an educational,
group or individual, player, can also be used to develop navigational techniques, operating
procedures, robot mobility, and other research areas. The system uses the experience gained
in the project of navigating the lander and Mars mobile robot WIMR implemented for ESA as
part of the Polish Industry Incentive Scheme.

The problem of positioning a robot in a closed area.  For effective vehicle control,
precise calculations of its location in space are necessary. In the case of travel in unfamiliar
areas,  the  problem of  positioning  the  mobile  robot  can  be  solved using  photogrammetric
methods, which rely on the assessment of the position of the fixed known external markers.
The robot coordinates, are evaluated by parameters of rotation and translation of the camera
used to take a photo of the appropriate markers. The mobile robot rides around the terrain
(Fig.  2 (a))  and calculates the current  position based on the photo camera directed to the
ceiling, where there are markers with popular sizes 50cm x50cm and unique pictures for each
one (Fig. 2 (b)).
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Figure 2 (a) The area of the mobile robot, (b) markers on the ceiling, (c) the photo with
coordinates on the marker

The mobile robot calculates its positions in the global XYZ system, placed in the corner
of the ceiling based on the taken photo and the reference of its  position according to the
markers visible in the picture. One of the possible tasks is to rebuild the mobile robot's path
based on a series of photos. Of course, the accuracy of the position calculation depends on
several  necessary  procedures,  adapted  from  the  methods  of  photogrammetry  –  camera
calibration  and calculating  the  relative  position  of  objects  in  the area (the  mobile  robot's
camera and marker) based on photos. In this article, the procedures and possible errors that
arise during the application of photogrammetric methods will be the objects of analysis.

Positioning based on markers. With a marker layout with known coordinates, placed on
the ceiling,  a positioning algorithm that relies on projective image transformations can be
proposed [9]. At the input of the algorithm, a calibration matrix and intrinsic parameters of the
camera obtained at the calibration stage are given. Positioning is done using the photo (Fig.
2(c))  in  which  the  coordinates  of  the  marker’  corners  obtained  using  unique  recognition
algorithms, for example, SURF [2], and the markers shapes are fully recognized. Hence, each
point  X in real space (global XYZ system) is mapped to the point in the photo  xapplying
homogeneous coordinates [6]

x=KR[ I 3 |-T ]X=PX (1)

where  K=[c x 0 xH
0 c y yH
0 0 1 ] is the calibration matrix,  Ris the camera rotation matrix,  T  is the

translation (displacement) vector of the camera in the global XYZ system and P=[ p1 , p2 , p3 ],
where pi, i=1 ,2 ,3 ,4, are columns of matrix P.

For positioning based on the points in the photo, we do a projection transformation of the
points from this photo with the appropriate spots on the virtual image that would supposedly
be done in the vertical camera position just at the center of the square (Fig. 3). 

Figure 3. Photos for positioning: virtual (left) and real (right)

Let (x¿ , y¿)be a given point on the virtual image, which is created at the height from the
ceiling for points A, B, C, D in the corners of the marker. The appropriate point on the ceiling
in the XYZ system has coordinates (X, Y, 0). Then, we have a projection on the image, for
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example, for a point on the ceiling with coordinates (X, Y, 0), a calibration matrix  K  and
R=I 3, T=[0 ,0 , Z¿ ]'  applying (1), we get

                                       x
¿− xH=−cx

X
Z¿
, y¿− yH=−c y

Y
Z¿

                                           (2)

Let the coordinates (x , y ) correspond with the real image coordinates (x¿ , y¿) for points
A, B, C, D (Fig. 2 (c)). For both photos, we create a projection transformation (Fig. 4 (a)):   

           x−xH= 
a1(x

¿−xH)+a2( y
¿− yH )+a3

a7(x
¿−xH)+a8( y

¿− yH )+1
 , y− yH= 

a4 (x
¿−xH)+a5( y

¿− yH)+a6
a7(x

¿−xH )+a8( y
¿− yH)+1

              (3)

To calculate the coefficients a1 ,…,a8of the projection transformation in (3) we need at 
least 4 points, creating a system of algebraic equations. For calibration matrix K , R=[rij ],
T=[T x , T y , T z] and X=[X ,Y ,0 ,1]' , we get 

          x−xH=cx
r11 X+r12Y−T x
r 31X+r32Y−T z

,      y− yH=cx
r21 X+r22Y−T y
r31X+r32Y−T z

                                  (4)

where matrices R and T  are unknown. When comparing (3) and (4) and taking into account 
(2), it can be concluded that

      r11=
T z
Z¿
a1 ,  r12=

T z
Z¿
a2 ,   r21=

T z
Z¿
a4 ,  r22=

T z
Z¿
a5 ,   c x=

T z
T x
a3 ,  c y=

T z
T y
a3         (5)

The rotation matrix R is known to be orthogonal with a determinant equal to 1, so there are 
more equalities:    r11

2 +r21
2 +r 31

2 =1 ,        r12
2 +r22

2 +r32
2 =1.

Hence,

                       r1 i
2 ( Z¿

T z)
2

+r2 i
2 (Z¿

T z)
2

+r 3i
2 (Z¿

T z)
2

=( Z¿

T z)
2

,   for i=1 ,2 .                         (6)

Comparing (5) with (6), we get  a1
2+a4

2+a7
2 cx
2=(Z¿

T z )
2

,  a2
2+a5

2+a8
2 c y

2=( Z¿

T z )
2

.

Put

                 h=√a12+a42+a72 c x2=√a22+a52+a82 c y2=|Z¿

T z|                          (7)

From equations (7), it is possible to calculate the unknown elements of the rotation matrix 
(taking into account that the values have the same sign because the mobile robot is on one 

side from the ceiling), so  r11=
a1
h
, r12=

a2
h
, r21=

a4
h
, r22=

a5
h
,r31=cx

a7
h
, r32=c y

a8
h
.

The properties of the rotation matrix show that

                  r13=|r21 r22
r31 r32|,        r23=|r11 r12

r31 r32|,     r33=|r11 r22
r21 r22|                    (8)
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 Applying (5) we have     T z=
Z¿

h
,T x=

T za3
cx

=
Z¿ a3
hc x

, T y=
T za6
c y

=
Z¿a6
hc y

.

Results. The experiment aims to determine the position of the mobile robot using a set of
markers (see Fig. 4 (b). In Fig. 4 (c), there are 11 points where their positions were measured.
The reference position calculations were also made using a laser rangefinder.

Figure 4 (a) Projection transformation, (b) numeration of points on the area, (c) numeration
of markers on the ceiling and points A, B, C.

During the movement of the mobile robot, the algorithm correctly detects the point at
different angles of its position.  For a distance of around 2m, the position assessment was
calculated  in  a  10cm  x10cm  square  with  pixel  error  ±2.  Further  research  will  involve
improving the efficiency of determining the position of the robot using artificial intelligence
methods.

Conclusion. The article proposes a solution to the problem of positioning a mobile robot 
that fulfills navigational missions in a closed area. A set of markers arranged on the ceiling 
was used for the positioning evaluation. The position and rotation of the robot are evaluated in
a global coordinate system, connected to markers. A calibration and positioning algorithm 
based on marker images was proposed. This algorithm is based on a reference (virtual) photo 
and enables connecting the robot's system to the global XYZ system with the help of a set of 
markers on the ceiling.
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